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This is my first foray as a columnist discussing various issues concerning educational equity 
and activism. In the posts that follow, I will offer my personal commentary and perceptions 
on a variety of subjects pertaining to educational justice, social justice, activism, and 
academia. Every once in awhile I’ll also launch into some general rants and raves about a 
topic that happens to perk my interest. This column will simply be one man’s opinion—the 
way I see a particular situation. My viewpoints may not reflect the opinions of the website as 
a whole. However, that is one of the great things about this site. It provides a forum for 
everyone—even opinionated assholes like myself—to get out what they want and need to 
say. 
 
That is why I chose to call my column I’m Just Sayin’, because that is what it will be: my take, 
my thoughts, my perception, my irony. The goal of my column will be the spark debate and 
conversation. It might piss you off and it might make you laugh. The one thing it will most 
definitely do is make you think. I want to challenge traditional conformist thinking and 
ideology. I want to challenge the status quo. I want to force you out of your comfort zone. 
In other words, I am going to try to get you to think outside the box of mainstream WASP 
culture. 
 
Together, we shall challenge our individual thought processes and hopefully usher in a new, 
more insightful and inclusive culture. 
 
Finally, there will be those who might be offended by some of the topics or points of view 
that I will bring up. Like I have said many times before, I might be abrasive and you might 
get over it. Truthfully, I have no time for those who get offended. People who get offended 
put way too much importance on themselves and their feelings. None of us are that 
important. We are all replaceable and the world will move on with or without us. To be 
perfectly blunt, if I offend you, get over it. If not, Fuck You! As you can see, I have strong 
opinions and no filter. Let’s have fun with this and challenge the American thought process. 
Until next time, I’m Just Sayin’. 

	  


